
HOUSE No. 239

Exceepts feom Annual Repoet.

1. Department of Lyman School for Boys,
“ The Lyman School for Boys has always taken water

from the town of Westhorough at such a considerable annual
rental as to materially increase the yearly cost of mainte-
nance of the institution. The institution has a power plant
of its own, and it has seemed to the trustees to be prudent
to make investigations with a view to finding out whether; if
a gravity system cannot be se
a pumping system to provide
industrial uses of the instituti
tageously and with a saving t

ured at a reasonable outlay,
for at least the general and
n cannot be provided advan-
the state.

The request for an ice house is to provide sufficiently
adequate storage for ice for
last for the year.

the uses of the institution tc

“ The school has made it wn shoes for years, mostly 1
hand, supplemented by a few old hand machines. This re-
quest is for a small outlay for mechanical equipment for
machine work and to provide for small machinery such as

annot be rented.”

Department of Industrial School for Girl
r the trustees are again asking for a centralT1

ng, being convinced that its need is imperatfvschool
and believing that it was only because the situation
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made perfectly plain last year that the necessary appropria-
tion was not granted. It should be clearly understood that
the Industrial School for Girls is an educational institution,
and that the trustees are charged by the law with the duty of
causing the girls committed thereto to be instructed ‘ in
such branches of useful knowledge as are adapted to their
age and capacity.’ 1

“ It must be borne in mind that the Industrial School for
Girls is not, generally speaking, a penal institution, nor a
mere place of detention, where the matter of education can
be given a subsidiary place, but an institution which must
do such educational work that its inmates who are still of
school age when released can be so trained within its doors
as to lit into and continue their education in the public
schools. The function of this school is as clearly educational
as is that of the public school; indeed it is even more im-
portant here than in the public schools that adequate educar
tional facilities be provided, for the girls whom this school
must educate are those whom all other agencies have failed
to make into good members of societv.

“ The educational task of the Industrial School for Girls
is specially difficult because of the peculiar quality of the
human material with which it must deal. To fail to provide
necessary educational facilities is to hamper the school
greatly in its efforts properly to fit the girls in its care for
successful and upright lives in the world.

It is necessary at present to use rooms in nine different
cottages as school rooms. In each of these school rooms girls
from several cottages come together for class work. This
makes extremely difficult the supervision of the teaching and
of the girls in passing to and fro, and necessarily hampers
greatly the school work and the proper grading of the classes.
The proposed building would make possible the better grad-
ing of classes, the more efficient supervision of the school
work, and the assembling of the educational apparatus under

f, where it could be most effectively used. It would
make available for other much needed purposes the
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rooms in the several cottages at present used for classes.
Furthermore, it would provide for a combined assembly hall
and for an exercise room in the basement, for which last
there is great need.

The trustees are also asking this year for a_ new cottage
for 32 girls and officers and for the necessary furnishing and
equipment thereof. The demands by the courts upon the
institution are such that unless certain classes of girls who
are now committed to the institution, but who really belong
elsewhere, are provided for at some other place, this cottage
is a necessity to meet these demands

“ There is a request for a larger and new farm house and
for its furnishings, and provision for repairing the present
building for a tenement. The present farm house is up-
wards of a hundred years old and very inadequate in its
accommodations for the farm help, and its location and
condition are such that they would not warrant permanent
enlargement.

The other requests for special appropriations are for a
piggery, for extending sidewalks, for renewing and extend-
ing the telephone system, and for a heating system for
Fisher cottage. The request for the piggery is for a new
modern building to be located apart from the cottage depart
ment of the institution. The request for sidewalks is for
further additions to the sidewalks provided for in part by
last year’s Legislature. The present telephone sy
installed by piecemeal years ago. is entirely broken down and
unworkable, so that its reconstruction is imperative. The
request for a heating system in Fisher cottage is mad
cause the present heating system in that bull
inadequate, but is in such condition that it

Department of Industrial School for Bovs.
nstrtutron, the new constructor

n and renovat
the property when the state purchwh

by piecemeal. In further
rustees are this year asking for two new cottages to



accommodate thirty boys each, with accommodations for
attendants, to further meet/the urgent demands of the courts
of commitment; for an appropriation for general miscel-
laneous improvements, such as for removing another small
cottage frorn the immediate school grounds, and remodelling
it into a tenement for an officer and his wife, for extending
sidewalks to cottages which have none, for enlarging the
sewerage disposal system, and for connecting other build-
ings with the sewerage and water systems, for increasing
storage for ensilage, for platform scales to weigh coal and
other bulky commodities, and for other small improvements;
for heating systems and for furnishings for two cottages, one
of which is under construction; and for removing a large
farm barn, now located so close to the immediate school
grounds as to be a fire menace as well as being practically
unuseable for farm purposes because of its closeness to the
school group, to a location where it will be a part of the
farm group, and for remodelling it into a permanent useful
structure.

“ The school at present is supplied with water from the
town system. A small appropriation is asked in order to
investigate the feasibility of preparing for the installation of
a plant for the school’s sole use.”
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